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the silent chase

I keep finding
These cryptic notes everywhere.

Is there some secret
I’m keeping from myself … ?

Michael adkins
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unconditional

the child held the
caterpillar and wished
when it turned into a moth
she loved it even more

aManda G. Moore
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What those cell Phone toWers did

ether ruffles the feathers
the green coconut
yields no water

kushal Poddar
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coho

Above the gray-green roar 
of white water, a rainbow 
through a rainbow 
falls.

Paul Fisher
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*

loons on the lake
I take my glasses off
to hear their calls more clearly

richard Jordan
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MoMent

sun shines, shadows bend 
I stand erect —

balanced in time

PhilliP eGelston
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*

mOMent

Michael dylan Welch
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an ocean oF clouds

an ocean of clouds
draining from the midnight sky —
washing up stars
like sunken treasure

chase Fire
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the oracle

The oracle has spoken
and it remains to be seen,
whether life will be reality
or perhaps just a dream.

J. h. Johns
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unreadaBle

Asleep on either side of us 
like rolled ends of a scroll —

yellow bones: the past,
white bones: who knows?

Paul Fisher
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sPrinGtiMe

Grandpa, a boy-man, plays “Fast
food drive-thru.” At the window,
grandson gives Buddha as the
action figure.

MarGaret Gish Miller
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nestinG Ground

Once, I gave a pebble 
to a lovely penguin
who wore it on her flipper
as penguins do

c. W. MiMMs
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GeoGraPhy lesson

He lives 
in a map;
she lives
in a countryside.

chiP daMeron
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straWMan

The commuter behind me on the train today
kept whistling “If I Only Had a Brain,”
rhetorically.

anthony nannetti
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hidinG Pet

In my shoe lives a giraffe
Its neck sticks above my sock
Where it grazes on hairy grass

c. W. MiMMs
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Girls et Gatineau

she spoke in-tongue,
cheek and cheerful words
“viennent aventure avec moi!”
so I went with

steven yaschuk
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should i, saPPho?

The chariot of desire
Sappho laid bare.
Swallows arrive for me today
And I wonder, do I dare?

anJuMon sahin
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Flux

Waste water wasted
On us, too young to know it
Would evaporate.

Jin kaPs
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*

Be excellent
But wear a clown’s nose
And show your Emperor
He has no clothes

d. J. h. Bryant
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Whistle stoP, conductor calls ...

In the coal town, rain.
The dark dust goes down the drain.
Coal town blues are black.

Michael adkins
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Gently

raindrops slice
through the moon’s soft glow —
only to join the sea, and gently rock
my boat

chase Fire
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i Wrote you a letter

yesterday — the mailman couldnt deliver.
i cant spell
your address 

MeG Bernhard
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*

on distant nightmares
the sandman changes trousers
and surfs back, dreaming.

kerryn tredrea
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*

Black and white fantasies
give way
to gray realities.
I know now how to love.

teaGue o’keeFe
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All poems and artwork in this journal were published with permission. All rights belong to the authors 
and artists, who attest to the originality of their works. Please do not reproduce poems or artwork found 
in this journal without permission.

©

Michael adkins lives near Huntington, West Virginia, where he met his wonderful wife in a Romantic poetry 
class at Marshall University. His poetry has appeared in Appalachian Heritage and Et Cetera.

Meg Bernhard is a photojournalist from Temecula, a city whose name means “sun shines through the mist.” 
She loves writing about as much as she loves plants, and people.

d. J. h. Bryant lives in Chicago with his wife, where he enjoys laughing, teaching, studying, writing, and 
working on puzzles — especially human ones. This is the first time his poetry is being published.

chip daMeron has published five collections of poetry, including Tropical Green (Wings Press). He has published 
individual poems across the U.S. and in Canada, New Zealand, and Nigeria. He lives in South Texas.

phillip egelston is Advisor on Creative Writing and Visual Arts to The Shawnee Hills Arts Council in Southern 
Illinois, where he has lectured on “Whitman and Lincoln.” He attended Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

chase Fire writes short form poetry, and has had his work published in a number of respected haiku journals.

paul Fisher’s first book, Rumors of Shore, won the 2009 Blue Light Book Award. Poems appear in Cave Wall, 
Crab Creek Review, Nimrod, and other journals. Awards include a fellowship from the Oregon Arts Commission. 
| www.paulfisherpoet.com

http://www.paulfisherpoet.com
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J. h. Johns “came of age” in Tennessee and Georgia. He has appeared in Commonline, Danse Macabre Du Jour, 
West Wind Review, The Potomac, Syndic Literary Journal, Smokebox, Word Slaw, Wizards of the Wind, and Alura.

richard Jordan is a Ph.D. mathematician who lives in the Boston area. His poems have appeared in Tar River 
Poetry, The Atlanta Review, Redivider, upstreet, on the Verse Daily website, and elsewhere.

Jin kaps is an English student, writer, blogger, and social media user extraordinaire. She loves creek beds, fresh 
cut grass, new pencils, and Star Trek. Her favorite is Enterprise. Be angry with her if you must. 

Margaret gish Miller is an award-winning poet whose work has appeared in Poets & Writers, New Millenni-
um Writings, The Paterson Literary Review, and elsewhere. Retired, she lives in Independence, Oregon, with her 
husband Ron.

c.W. MiMMs is a medium-sized human living in Portland, Oregon. He writes nonfiction as well as fiction. His 
first novel, Trailing Tennessee, is forthcoming from Craigmore Creations in October.

aManda g. Moore holds a B.S. in Criminal Justice and is new to publication, but hopes to continue writing 
poetry. Find more of her work on her blog: it doesn’t have to rhyme.

anthony nannetti lives in Philadelphia with his wife and two daughters. His poetry has appeared in several 
print and online publications.

teague o’keeFe has his inkwell in County Cork, Ireland, and his quill in Multnomah County, Oregon.

http://thetypewriterpoet.com
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kushal poddar, a native of Kolkata, India, writes poetry, fiction, and scripts and is published worldwide. He is 
the author of All Our Fictional Dreams. His forthcoming books are Kafka and Five Rivers.

anJuMon sahin is pursuing her M.Phil degree in English literature from the University of Delhi, India, alongside 
working as an Assistant Professor there. Writing is the magic bond that helps her negotiate the real and the reel.

kerryn tredrea is an Adelaide poet, curator of spoken word gigs, and co-editor at Paroxysm Press.

steven yaschuk is a youth from Manitoba who is active in local politics, gays rights, drug policies, and envi-
ronmental issues. You can find more of his work at www.theblogofstevenyaschuk.blogspot.ca and on Twitter 
(@StevenYaschuk).

Michael dylan Welch has published a few thousand poems, and is vice president of the Haiku Society of 
America. He likes white chocolate and started National Haiku Writing Month (nahaiwrimo.com). | graceguts.com.

http://www.theblogofstevenyaschuk.blogspot.ca
https://twitter.com/StevenYaschuk
http://nahaiwrimo.com
http://graceguts.com
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer 
in length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). A new issue of the journal is 
released the third Tuesday of each month.

Publisher & Designer: Vinnie Kinsella 
Assistant Publisher & Classroom Publishing Coordinator: Kay Tracy 

Issue Editors: Kylie Byrd & Scott Parker 

FIND US ONLINE:

Website | 4and20poetry.com

Twitter | twitter.com/4and20poetry

Instagram | instagram.com/4and20poetry

Facebook | facebook.com/4and20poetry

http://4and20poetry.com
http://twitter.com/4and20poetry
http://instagram.com/4and20poetry
http://facebook.com/4and20poetry
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